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Question Details
# Question Asker Name Answer

1
Where can we find the recording for this 
meeting? Nancy Metayer

All slides shown during today’s workshop have been 
docketed and posted on the CEC 
website. You can find them here:
https://www.energy.ca.gov/event/workshop/2022-
07/iepr-commissioner-workshop-centering-equity-
and-environmental-justice

2 Thank you. Nancy Metayer

3
Heather - we can hardly hear you due to 
mask. Dee Anne Ross ok, thanks for letting me know

4

I have to leave but the tone of this 
workshop, the people speaking, their 
humanity was really wonderful to hear. It 
makes me tone down some (not all) of my 
cynicism about our economy. Dee Anne Ross

Thank you. We welcome your comments and if you 
would like to make comments and need to leave, 
you may want to submit written comments. We 
welcome feedback

5

California has towns reliant on, separately, 
agriculture and petroleum; both economic 
sectors are at risk due to climate issues. 
What cases exist for equitable transition of 
these whole economic sectors? David Park

I heard Betony and Shrayas address some of your 
question, would you like additional clarity? I can then 
still share your question.

6

Besides HRTP funding, what other 
opportunities are available for community 
organizations involved in workforce 
development in the renewables sector? Angela Bai live answered

7
I will followup, but can you identify the 
current speaker? David Park

Norma Rojas-Mora Executive Director, Government 
Relations and Development

7
I will followup, but can you identify the 
current speaker? David Park Bakersfield College

8 What are some resources around trauma-info        Angela Bai live answered
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9

thanks for the great discussion of the issues 
& strategies.  Re: climate action for the 
building sector,  Where is Energy 
Poverty/Inequity addressed in the CEC 
programs ? This problem is being 
exacerbated by increasing climate change, 
urban heat, wildfires, grid outages, and utliity 
prices. 
Energy efficient and low GHG retrofits of our 
buildings produce both energy and non 
energy benefits, including jobs and 
macroeconomic benefits, which California 
should assess and capture. For example:

European Climate Foundation, 2022.  
BUILDING EUROPE’S NET-ZERO FUTURE.
WHY THE TRANSITION TO ENERGY EFFICIENT 
AND ELECTRIFIED BUILDINGS STRENGTHENS 
EUROPE’S ECONOMY.
https://europeanclimate.org/wp-
content/uploads/2022/03/ecf-building-
emmissions-problem-march2022.pdf

Tom Phillips# 
Davis# CA live answered

10

Really excellent comments were made on Oil 
and Gas, just transition. Under the 
presumption that agricultural labor is 
signficantly under-educated, what are the 
thoughts on transition of those jobs into the 
energy sector? David Park live answered

11 fyi- chat is disabled for those of us on zoom greg

Yes, thanks, we send out info from the chat and the 
links Noemi is mentionion will be available from the 
chat. Thanks

12

In the visualization for Progress to 100% 
Clean Electricit, the breakdown between 
hydro, nuclear, and renewables for the 100% 
clean electricity scenario isn’t shown. What’s 
the breakdown? Or is the vision that hydro 
and nuclear would be phased out by 2045 as 
well (which is what community groups are 
advocating for)? Angela Bai

Thank you for your question. Unfortunately, we did 
not have time to ask it. Please consider using the 
public comment period of this workshop session to 
phrase your question as a comment. Please also note 
that we do not have time for real-time response to 
public comment.
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